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Pareto-optimality of compromise decisions�Jaroslav Ramík1, Milan Vlach21Ostrava University, Institute for Research and Applications of Fuzzy Modeling, Bráfova 7, 701 00 Ostrava, TheCzech Republic2Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Hokuriku 1-1 Asahidai, Tatsunokuchi, Ishikawa 923-12,JapanAbstractThis paper deals with the problem of existence of compromise decisions and conditions for a com-promise decision to be weakly Pareto-optimal, i.e., to be a weak Pareto-maximizer, Pareto-maximizer,or strong Pareto-maximizer. The concept of compromise decision is generalized by adopting triangu-lar norms. Further, a concept of fuzzy interval is introduced. Su�cient conditions for the existence ofa max-t decision and for max-t decision to be a (weak, strong) Pareto-maximizer are derived. Finally,a concept called explicit quasiconcavity is de�ned, which is su�cient for a max-t decision to be astrong Pareto-maximizer.Keywords: Pareto-optimality, multi-criteria decisions, triangular norms.1 IntroductionIn many decision problems, elements of a given set X of possible alternatives (variants, feasible solutions,etc.) are usually evaluated by several criteria each of which may be expressed by a fuzzy set on X , i.e.by a membership function �i : X �! [0; 1], i 2 I , where I is an index set for the criteria. Bellman andZadeh in [1] proposed a concept of compromise decision x� 2 X maximizing the minf�(x); i 2 Ig. On theother hand, nondominated decisions | a traditional concept | play an important role in multi-criteriadecision analysis. In this paper we deal with the problem of existence of compromise decisions and withconditions for compromise decisions to be Pareto-optimal, i.e., to be weak Pareto-maximizers, Pareto-maximizers, or strong Pareto-maximizers. This problem is important not only in multi-criteria decisionanalysis and game theory but also in fuzzy logic and fuzzy control, see [3, 4]. For the sake of simplicitywe restrict our consideration only to the simplest case of the real line X = R1 (or, simply R), and twocriteria �1; �2; i.e. I = f1; 2g. An extension to Rn ; n > 1, and also to more than two criteria is possible.Moreover, we generalize the concept of the compromise decision by adopting triangular norms, see [5].2 Triangular norms and some of theirpropertiesDe�nition 1 A triangular norm t (briey t-norm) is a functiont : [0; 1]� [0; 1] �! [0; 1];which satis�es the following conditions:(i) t(a; 1) = a for every a 2 [0; 1], (boundary condition) (1)(ii) t(a; b) � t(c; d) whenever a � c; b � d, a; b; c; d 2 [0; 1], (monotonicity) (2)(iii) t(a; b) = t(b; a) for every a; b 2 [0; 1], (commutativity) (3)(iv) t(t(a; b); c) = t(a; t(b; c)) for every a; b; c 2 [0; 1]. (associativity) (4)A t-norm is called strictly monotone ift(a; b) < t(c; d) whenever a < c and b < d: (5)Examples of t-norms.Let a; b 2 [0; 1].�This research was partly supported by the Czech Grant Agency, Grant No. 201/95/1484 and by PFU Endowment,JAIST, Japan 2



(i) t1(a; b) = minfa; bg: (6)This t-norm is continuous and strictly monotone.(ii) t2(a; b) = a:b. (7)This t-norm is continuous and strictly monotone.(iii) t3(a; b) = maxf0; a+ b� 1g. (8)This t-norm is continuous, but not strictly monotone.(iv) t4(a; b) = (minfa; bg if maxfa; bg = 1;0 otherwise. (9)This t-norm is neither continuous, nor strictly monotone.Proposition 1 Every triangular norm t satis�es the inequalityt4(a; b) � t(a; b) � t1(a; b) for every a; b 2 [0; 1]: (10)Proof: By monotonicity (2) and by (1), for any a; b 2 [0; 1] we obtaint(a; b) � t(a; 1) = a andt(a; b) � t(1; b) = band, consequently, t(a; b) � minfa; bg = t1(a; b):On the other hand, for a; b 2 ]0; 1[ we have t(a; b) � 0 = t4(a; b) and by (1), (2) and (3), all triangularnorms coincide on the boundary of the unit square [0; 1]2. Consequently,t4(a; b) � t(a; b): �3 Fuzzy intervals, Pareto-optimal decisions and max-t decisionsDe�nition 2 A real function m : R �! R is called quasiconcave if�(z) � minf�(x); �(y)g; (11)whenever x � z � y, see [2].We refer to [2] for properties and usefulness of this class of functions.De�nition 3 A fuzzy set m : R �! [0; 1] is called a fuzzy interval if(i) m is quasiconcave on R,(ii) m is normalized, i.e. there exists u 2 R with �(u) = 1,(iii) lim�(x) is 0 or 1 for x! �1, and lim�(x) is 0 or 1 for x! +1.A fuzzy interval � is trivial if �(x) = 1 for all x 2 R, otherwise, it is non-trivial.Remark 1 The last condition (iii) requires that \in plus and minus in�nity � is equal either to 0 or 1".The limits in question exist, see Proposition 2 below.3



Proposition 2 Let � : R �! [0; 1] be a fuzzy interval. Then there exist a; b; c; d 2 R [ f+1g [ f�1g,a � b � c � d, such that �(x) =8>>>>>><>>>>>>:0 for x < a;is non-decreasing for a � x � b;1 for b < x < c;is non-increasing for c � x � d;0 for d < x:Proof: By (ii) in De�nition 3 there exists u 2 R with �(u) = 1. Setb = inffx 2 R;�(x) = 1g; (12)c = supfx 2 R;�(x) = 1g; (13)then b � u � c.Let x1 < x2 � u, then by quasiconcavity we obtain�(x2) � minf�(x1); �(u)g = minf�(x1); 1g = �(x1);i.e. �(x) is non-decreasing in ]�1; b].Using similar arguments, we obtain that �(x) is non-increasing in [c;+1[. By monotonicity, thereexist limits lim�(x) for x! �1 and lim�(x) for x! +1, and by (iii) in De�nition 3, the values of thelimits are either 0 or 1. Setting a = supfx 2 R;�(x) = 0; x � bg;d = inffx 2 R;�(x) = 0; x � cg;we obtain the required result. �De�nition 4 An �-level set [�]�, � 2 [0; 1], of a fuzzy set � : R �! [0; 1] is de�ned as[�]� = fx 2 R;�(x) � �g:A fuzzy set � : R �! [0; 1] is bounded if there exists � 2 [0; 1] such that [�]� is non-empty and bounded.Now, we consider a decision situation with the set of decisions X = R and two criteria �1; �2, where�1 and �2 are membership functions of the corresponding fuzzy sets on X .De�nition 5 A decision x0 2 X is said to be:(i) a weak Pareto-maximizer if there is no x00 2 X such that�1(x0) < �1(x00) and �2(x0) < �2(x00);(ii) a Pareto-maximizer if there is no x00 2 X such that�1(x0) � �1(x00) and �2(x0) � �2(x00);�1(x0) < �1(x00) or �2(x0) < �2(x00);(iii) a strong Pareto-maximizer if there is no x00 2 X such that�1(x0) � �1(x00) and �2(x0) � �2(x00);x0 6= x00.Weak Pareto-maximizers, Pareto-maximizers, and strong Pareto-maximizers are called Pareto-optimaldecisions. 4



Remark 2 Note that any strong Pareto-maximizer is a Pareto-maximizer and any Pareto-maximizer isa weak Pareto-maximizer.Remark 3 By the above de�nition, if x� 2 X is a (strong) Pareto-maximizer, x0 2 X , and �1(x�) <�1(x0), then �2(x�) > �2(x0): (14)De�nition 6 Let �1; �2 membership functions of be fuzzy sets, t be a triangular norm. A decisionx+ 2 X is called a max-t decision, ift(�1(x+); �2(x+)) = maxft(�1(x); �2(x));x 2 Xg: (15)Remark 4 Setting t = min, we obtain in De�nition 6 the popular max-min decision. By Proposition 4(see below), for upper semicontinuous fuzzy intervals de�ned by the membership functions �1; �2 and acontinuous triangular norm t, max-t decisions exist.Proposition 3 An upper semi-continuous bounded fuzzy set given by� : R �! [0; 1]attains its maximum on R.Proof: By the assumption of boundedness there exists � 2 [0; 1] such that [�]� is nonempty andbounded and by the assumption of upper semicontinuity, the set[�]� = fx 2 R;�(x) � �gis closed, i.e. compact. Consequently, � attains its maximum on [�]�, and also on R. �Proposition 4 Let �1; �2 be the membership functions of upper semicontinuous fuzzy intervals, t be acontinuous triangular norm. Then max-t decisions exist.Proof: As �1; �2 are membership functions of fuzzy intervals, then by (ii) in De�nition 3 there existv1 and v2 such that �1(v1) = �2(v2) = 1. Without loss of generality we may suppose v1 � v2.By Proposition 2 both �1 and �2 are non-decreasing in ] �1; v1] and non-increasing in [v2;+1[.Using monotonicity (2) of the t-norm, we obtain that ' = t(�1; �2) is also non-decreasing in ] �1; v1]and non-increasing in [v2;+1[.As �1; �2 are upper semicontinuous and t is a continuous triangular norm, then ' = t(�1; �2) isupper semicontinuous on R, particularly on the compact interval [v1; v2]. Hence ' = t(�1; �2) attains itsmaximum on [v1; v2], which is also a global maximum on R. This maximum is a max-t decision. �The following example shows that the assumption of upper semicontinuity in Proposition 4 cannot beremoved.Example 1 Set �1(x) = (ex if x < 0;1 if x � 0:�2(x) = (1 if x < 0;0 if x � 0:Here, �1; �2 are the membership functions of fuzzy intervals, �1 is continuous, �2 is not upper semi-continuous on R. It is easy to see that for the continuous triangular norm t = min we have that (x) = minf�1(x); �2(x)g does not attain its maximum on R, see Fig. 1.5



s 1
xFigure 1: Membership function of  (x) = minf�1(x); �2(x)g.Proposition 5 Let �1; �2 be the membership functions of fuzzy intervals, t be a strictly monotone t-norm, x� be a max-t decision. Then x� is a weak Pareto-maximizer.Proof: Suppose that x� is not a weak Pareto-maximizer, then by De�nition 5 there exists x0 such that�1(x�) < �1(x0) and �2(x�) < �2(x0). By strict monotonicity (5) we obtaint(�1(x�); �2(x�)) < t(�1(x0); �2(x0));i.e. x� is not a max-t decision. �Remark 5 Strict monotonicity of t is essential in the above proposition, as is evident from the followingexample.Example 2 Let �1; �2 be as in Fig. 2 and let t(a; b) = t3(a; b) = maxf0; a+ b � 1g, see (8). Then t isnot strictly monotone. Clearly, t3(�1(x); �2(x)) = 0, for all x 2 R, i.e. every x 2 R is a max-t decision.However, for x1 < y < x2, y is not a weak Pareto-maximizer.
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JJJJJ1 �1 �2x1 y x2Figure 2: y is not a weak Pareto-maximizerProposition 6 Let �1; �2 be upper semicontinuous membership functions of fuzzy intervals, t be a t-norm and let the set of all max-t decisions X� be nonempty and closed. Then there exists a Pareto-maximizer x� 2 X�.Proof: By De�nition 3 there exist u1; u2 with u1 � u2 and �1(u1) = �2(u2) = 1.Set '(x) = t(�1(x); �2(x)), then by Proposition 2 and monotonicity (2) we have that ' is nondecreas-ing on ]�1; u1] and nonincreasing in [u2;+1[.Let Y = [u1; u2] \X�, i.e. Y be the set of all max-t decisions from the closed interval [u1; u2]. Nowwe prove that Y is nonempty. Suppose the opposite, i.e. suppose that Y = ;. Since X� is nonempty,there exists x� 2 X�, x� 62 [u1; u2].(a) Let x� < u1, then by the above statement that is nondecreasing in ] �1; u1], we have '(x�) �'(u1), which means that u1 2 X� | a contradiction.6



(b) Let x� > u2, then as ' is nonincreasing on [u2;+1[, we obtain '(x�) � '(u2), i.e. u2 2 X�,again a contradiction.Consequently, Y is nonempty and as X� is closed, then Y is compact. Now, setx1 = inf Y and x2 = supY; (16)then [x1; x2] � [u1; u2] and �1 is nonincreasing in [x1; x2], �2 is nondecreasing in [x1; x2]. De�nex�1 = maxfx 2 [x1; x2];�1(x) = �1(x1)g; (17)x�2 = minfx 2 [x1; x2];�2(x) = �2(x2)g: (18)As �1; �2 are upper semicontinuous, the above maximum and minimum (17), (18) exist. In the rest ofthis proof we prove that either x�1, or x�2 is a Pareto-maximizer. Now, consider the following three cases:1. �1(x1) > �2(x1).2. �1(x2) < �2(x2).3. �1(x1) � �2(x1) and �1(x2) � �2(x2).Ad 1. Supposing that x�1 is not a Pareto-maximizer, there exists x0 with either�1(x0) > �1(x�1); �2(x0) � �2(x�1);or �1(x0) � �1(x�1); �2(x0) > �2(x�1):In the former case, by monotonicity (2) of t-norm we obtain'(x0) = t(�1(x0); �2(x0)) � t(�1(x�1); �2(x�1)) = '(x�1): (19)However, by the strict inequality �1(x1) > �2(x1), we obtain x0 62 [x1; x2], which is a contradiction withthe de�nition of [x1; x2].In the latter case, as �2 is nondecreasing then by the strict inequality �2(x0) > �2(x�1) we obtainx0 � x�1 and since x0 6= x�1, we have x0 > x�1 | a contradiction with the de�nition of x�1.Ad 2. This case can be proved by similar arguments as in the above case, now applied "symmetrically"to x�2.Ad 3. As �1 is nonincreasing and �2 is nondecreasing on [x1; x2], we obtain�1(x) = �2(x) = �1(x�1) = �2(x�2)for every x 2 [x1; x2]. Apparently, both x�1 and x�2 are Pareto-optimal. �Remark 6 Let �1; �2 be upper semicontinuous membership functions of fuzzy intervals and t be acontinuous triangular norm. Then the set of all max-t decisions X� is nonempty and closed, and thereexists a Pareto-maximizer x� 2 X�. The �rst part of this assertion follows from Proposition 4, the secondpart follows from Proposition 4. The following example shows that upper semicontinuity in the aboveassertion cannot be removed, see also Example 1. The problem whether upper semicontinuity can beremoved from the assumptions of Proposition 6 remains, however, open.Example 3 Let �1; �2 be de�ned as in Fig. 3, �1 and �2 be quasiconcave but �1 is not upper semi-continuous, t = min, i.e. a continuous t-norm. Here, X� = ]x1; x2] is the set of all max-min decisions.Evidently, if x 2 X� then it is a weak Pareto-maximizer but it is not a Pareto-maximizer. Note, that X�is not closed.Remark 7 The Pareto-maximizer x� in Proposition 6 need not be strong. Consider, e.g., trivial fuzzyintervals, i.e. �1(x) = �2(x) = 1 for all x 2 R, and t = min. Evidently, all x 2 R are Pareto-maximizers,however, not strong Pareto-maximizers. 7





�2 �1x1 x2sFigure 3: A max-min decision in ]x1; x2[ is a (strong) Pareto-maximizer4 Explicitly quasiconcave functionsApparently, the minimum minf�1; �2g of two quasiconcave functions �1 and �2 is also quasiconcave.However, for some t-norms and quasiconcave �1; �2, the t(�1; �2) is not necessarily quasiconcave as isevident in the following example.Example 4 Set �1(x) = (0 if x < �0:5;minfx+ 0:5; 1g if x � �0:5;�2(x) = (1 if x < 0;maxf1� x; 0g if x � 0:Here, �1; �2 are continuous membership functions of fuzzy intervals, i.e., quasiconcave functions. Usingt-norm (9), we de�ne  (x) = t4(�1(x); �2(x));then by (9) we obtain (see Fig. 2) (x) = 8>>><>>>:0 if x < �0:5; or x > 1;x+ 0:5 if x � �0:5; and x � 0;1� x if x � 0:5; and x � 1;0 if x > 0; and x < 0:5:
��� @@@�2 �1 �0:5 0:5 1Figure 4: Membership function of  = t4(�1; �2).It is evident that  = t4(�1; �2) is not quasiconcave. Notice that t4 is not a continuous t-norm.De�nition 7 A real function � : R �! R is said to be explicitly quasiconcave on R, if(i) � is quasiconcave on R, 8



(ii) �(z) > minf�(x); �(y)g (20)whenever x; y; z 2 R, x < z < y, �(x) 6= �(y) andminf�(x); �(y)g > inff�(u);u 2 Rg: (21)The following proposition gives a characterization of explicitly quasiconcave fuzzy intervals.Proposition 7 Let � : R �! [0; 1] be an explicitly quasiconcave membership function of fuzzy interval.Then there exist a; b; c; d 2 R [ f+1g[ f�1g, a � b � c � d, such that�(x) =8>>>>>><>>>>>>:0 for x < a;is increasing for a � x � b;1 for b < x < c;is decreasing for c � x � d;0 for x > d:Proof: As � is explicitly quasiconcave, it is quasiconcave and we de�ne a; b; c; d by the same way as inthe proof of Proposition 2.Suppose that e.g. �1 < a < b and let a < x < y � b. Sincea = supfx 2 R;�(x) = 0; x � bg; b = inffx 2 R;�(x) = 1g;and using (20), (21), we obtain 0 < �(x) < �(y);which means that � is increasing in the interval [a; b].The rest of the proposition can be proved in a similar way. �Proposition 8 Let �1; �2 be the membership functions of fuzzy intervals and t be a t-norm. If x� 2 Xis a unique max-t decision then x� is a strong Pareto-maximizer.Proof: Suppose that x� is a unique max-t decision and suppose that x� is not a strong Pareto-maximizer. Then there exists x+ 2 X , x� 6= x+, �1(x�) � �1(x+) and �2(x�) � �2(x+). By monotonicity(2) we obtain t(�1(x�); �2(x�)) � t(�1(x+); �2(x+));which is a contradiction with the uniqueness of x�. �Proposition 9 Let �1; �2 be non-trivial explicitly quasiconcave membership functions of fuzzy intervals,let t be strictly monotone t-norm and let x� 2 X be a max-t decision, such that0 < t(�1(x�); �2(x�)) < 1: (22)Then x� is a strong Pareto-maximizer.Proof: As �1; �2 are non-trivial, then by De�nition 3(iii) we haveinf �1(z) = inf �2(z) = 0:Suppose that a max-t decision x� is not a strong Pareto-maximizer, i.e. there exist x+ 2 X , x� 6= x+such that �1(x�) � �1(x+) and �2(x�) � �2(x+): (23)Set '(x) = t(�1(x); �2(x)). Since x� is a max-t decision (x�) =  (x+) (24)9



holds. As  (x�) > 0, by (10) we have�1(x�) � minf�1(x�); �2(x�)g � '(x�) > 0;�2(x�) � minf�1(x�); �2(x�)g � '(x�) > 0and by (25) we also have �1(x+) > 0 and �2(x+) > 0:Find u; v 2 R with �1(u) = �2(v) = 1, by (22) we have u 6= v. Without loss of generality, supposex+ < x�. Consider the following four cases: (a) { (d).(a) If �1(x�) < �1(x+) and �2(x�) < �2(x+) then we obtain '(x�) < '(x+) by (5), which is acontradiction with (24).(b) Let �1(x�) < �1(x+) and �2(x�) = �2(x+): (25)First, suppose that �2(x�) = �2(x+) = 1. Then by the �rst inequality in (25) and (1), we obtain'(x�) < '(x+), a contradiction with (24).Second, suppose �2(x�) = �2(x+) < 1: (26)We investigate the following three cases:1. x+ < x� < v,2. v < x+ < x�,3. x+ � v � x�.Ad 1. By (28) we have �2(x+) < 1 = �2(v);then by the explicit quasiconcavity of �2 we obtain�2(x�) > �2(x+);a contradiction with (25).Ad 2. Again by (26) we have �2(x�) < 1 = �2(v);then by the explicit quasiconcavity of �2 we obtain�2(x�) < �2(x+);which is again a contradiction with (25). Consequently, v 62 [x+; x�] leads to the contradiction. This factwill be used again later on.Ad 3. If x+ < v < x� then by the explicit quasiconcavity of �1 we obtain�1(v) > �1(x�)and by (26) we get �2(v) = 1 > �2(x�):Consequently, by the strict monotonicity of t (see (5)) we obtain'(v) > '(x�);which is a contradiction with the fact that x� is a max-t decision.10



(c) Let �1(x�) = �1(x+) and �2(x�) < �2(x+): (27)This case may be carried out similarly to (b) when interchanging u with v and �1 with �2. Consequently,(27) leads again to the contradiction.(d) Let �1(x�) = �1(x+) and �2(x�) = �2(x+):By (22) we may suppose that �1(x�) = �1(x+) < 1. Knowing that u 62 [x+; x�] leads to the contradictionwith explicit quasiconcavity of �1, we may suppose that x+ < u < x� and there is also v0 with �2(v0) = 1and x+ < v0 < x�. By (22) we have u 6= v0.Setting w = (u+v0)=2 and repeatedly using explicit quasiconcavity we obtain both �1(w) > �1(x�) and�2(w) > �2(x�). Then by strict monotonicity (5) we conclude that '(w) > '(x�), again a contradictionwith the fact that x� is a max-t decision. In all cases (a) { (d) we obtained contradictions. This completesthe proof. �Remark 8 If the restriction t(�1(x�); �2(x�)) < 1 in Proposition 9 is not satis�ed, i.e. t(�1(x�); �2(x�)) =1 then by (10) we obtain �1(x�) = �2(x�) = 1. This fact means that x� is a Pareto-maximizer, however,not necessarily a strong Pareto-maximizer.Remark 9 Explicit quasiconcavity in Proposition 9 cannot be replaced only by quasiconcavity as thefollowing example demonstrates.Example 5 Let �1; �2 be de�ned as in Fig. 5, then �1 and �2 are quasiconcave but �1 is not explic-itly quasiconcave. Here, x� is a max-min decision, however, not a Pareto-maximizer, x+ is a Pareto-maximizer, however, not a strong Pareto-maximizer.
%%% %%%�2 �1x+ x�Figure 5: Max-min decision x� is not a Pareto-maximizer5 ConclusionIn this paper we have dealt with the problem of existence of a compromise decision and conditions for acompromise decision to be a weak Pareto-maximizer, Pareto-maximizer and a strong Pareto-maximizer.We have generalized the concept of compromise decision, e.g. max-min decision, by adopting triangularnorms. Further, we have introduced the concept of fuzzy interval generalizing the characteristic function ofcrisp interval. We have derived su�cient conditions for the existence of a max-t decision (Proposition 4),weak Pareto-maximizer and Pareto-maximizer (Proposition 5 and 6). Here, quasiconcavity plays anessential role. Finally, we have de�ned a concept of explicit quasiconcavity. We have proved that, underthe condition of the explicit quasiconcavity of fuzzy intervals, any max-t decision is a strong Pareto-maximizer (Proposition 9). 11
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